The scene in Antwerp, Belgium, the event is the 100 meter run in the Olympic Games, the year is 1920. The gold medal winner of this event was Charles William Paddock of Brighton, Michigan, U.S.A. He has won by tying the world record of 10.8 seconds. The headlines proclaim him as the "World's Fastest Human."

The 1924 Olympics in Paris, again found Charlie running that same race only to be defeated by .2 of a second by Harold Abrahams of Great Britain. The 1981 Movie of the Year, "Charlots of Fire," depicts the story of the only person faster on his feet than Charlie W. Paddock.

Charlie's roots were deep in the Brighton area. His grandfather, Hiram "Hi" Paddock was 12 years old in 1836 when he came (with one brother and five sisters) from near Rochester, N.Y., with his parents, George and Lydia (Goodrich) Paddock. They settled on a farm located north of the Brighton City limits on Grand River Road. An 8th generation American, Hi's ancestors had lived in several eastern states. Some of his predecessors had served in the French and Indian War, the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812. Now resting in the Village Cemetery in Brighton, George and Lydia had seven grandchildren and five grandchildren-in-law who served in the Civil War, two of which were killed in the conflict.

On the frontier in Michigan, Hi's school days ended; his teen years spent helping clear the farm which later became his. He grew into a strong, young man, rough and ready for anything. Somewhere in the Paddock genes was a dominant characteristic that made them particularly agile on their feet. It was said Hi always seemed to be walking on his toes. From French-Canadian lumberjacks who came from the Michigan northwoods to work in the harvest season, it is reputed he learned how to "fight with his feet." While it was said he didn't pick fights, his reputation encouraged some to try to get the best of Hi Paddock.

One might say, Charles, the Olympics runner, was a 'chip off the old block' of Grandpa Hi. He was very quick on his feet, willing to work hard and try to be the best. The early 1920s also saw Charlie engaged in a short career in the silent movies. As an officer in the air force in World War II, he was killed in an airplane crash in Sitka, Alaska.

There are any descendants of George and Lydia still in Brighton? Janice Pitkin Beach (whose mother, Lonetta Lois Paddock) Pitkin is a cousin of Charlie) makes her home with her husband, Charles, and their daughter just northeast of Brighton. Both are charter members and are on the board of the Brighton Area Historical Society. (Thanks to Janice and to Bill Pless for the assimilation of the facts related above.)
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GENERAL MEETING AUGUST 14, 1984, 7:30 p.m.

By the beginning of the 19th century, Boston and Philadelphia were well on their way to becoming permanent settlements. Dewitt Clinton's dream of fully developing New York City rested on the construction of an inland waterway to the Northwest Territories. The fascinating story of his pursuit of that dream will be the program at the next General Meeting at the Old Town Hall, 202 W. Main, Brighton.

The audio/visual program will make clear the direct effect of Clinton's efforts on the Territory of Michigan.

Laurie Chall, our speaker, moved to the area from Livonia six years ago. Since then she's earned a degree in History from Oakland University and plans to return for a Master's beginning in December.

General Meetings, open to the public, are held the second Tuesday of each month, 7:30, upstairs in the Old Town Hall, 202 W. Main, unless other plans are announced.

Society members and friends are invited to attend these meetings. Nonmembers are welcome. Contact board members for your comments.
HELP!!! HELP!!! HELP!!! HELP!!!

Still needed are an "Historic Sites" chairperson, a "Newsletter" chairperson and a "Publicity" chairperson.

Is there someone who can develop a cross stitch kit of a local site which can be sold? If help is needed to secure the picture contact a board member.

+ + +

The crochet afghan kit donated to us as a fund raiser is still in the form of skeins of yarn. It needs to be completed in order for us to then accept donations and have a raffle for the lucky winner.

+ + +

For any of the above, please contact a board member.

+ + +

CERAMIC TILES TO BE FOR SALE

A 6" ceramic tile with a picture of the Old Town Hall will be available soon. Only 300 of these will be made. To be sold at $6.00, these will become collectors' items. It is planned to develop a series of these for the future. The Society is accepting responsibility continually. This will be one more source of income.

+ + +

SEEKING DESCENDANTS OF EARLY LOCAL RESIDENTS

We appreciate those who have taken time to give us addresses of relatives or descendants of early residents of the area. The Newsletter will be sent them. It is hoped they will find it of interest. Our mailing list can be expanded. Contact a board member with names and addresses to be sure all are included.

+ + +

INDIAN ARTIFACTS SURVEY

Mark C. Bronstner, (517) 349-4618, 2305 Knob Hill Rd, Okemos, MI 48864, is beginning a preliminary archaeological survey of the County. He wishes to communicate with anyone who has recovered Indian arrowheads or other artifacts from their property in the County, especially collectors or farmers that still have some old family collections of such materials. His research would be confidential and limited to photographing collections and trying to map their origin, to include this information to the archaeological site files at Michigan History Division.

LYONS SCHOOL

Built in a style similar to many (one recommended by our first principal, Stevens T. Mason) the building, donated by Brighton Township, now needs to be restored to its original design. To make it into a place where one can learn of the educational process of the past, will take a lot of work. The committee is checking into the necessary code requirements and will be acquiring a historical site designation. One of the first steps will be the painting of the outside.

The first work day was Saturday, July 21. Lots of paint was scraped and some yard work done. There will be many more days like this necessary to get the outside work finished before winter.

Each Saturday, 9-2 p.m., someone will be there to direct the work. Bring paint scrapers, hammers and ladders if possible.

Take Spencer Rd., N.E. to Van Amber, turn left, N., to Bono, turn right, E., to the school.

Domino's Pizza will be donated and a beverage provided.

If a Saturday is impossible for you, contact Gary Cole, 297-6816, or Marianenna Hair, 229-6602, and tell them when you can come.

+ + +

* to Brighton Chamber of Commerce for copying Minutes, Bylaws, Job Descriptions, Agenda, etc.
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HELP!!!  HELP!!!  HELP!!!  HELP!!!

Still needed are an "Historic Sites" chairperson, a "Newsletter" chairperson and a "Publicity" chairperson.

Is there someone who can develop a cross stitch kit of a local site which can be sold? If help is needed to secure the picture contact a board member.

The crochetghan kit donated to us as a fund raiser is still in the form of skeins of yarn. It needs to be completed in order for us to then accept donations and have a raffle for the lucky winner.

For any of the above, please contact a board member.

LYONS SCHOOL

Built in a style similar to many (one recommended by our friend Tom Stevens T. Mason) the building, donated by Brighton Township, now needs to be restored to its original design. To make it into a place where one can learn of the educational process of the past, will take a lot of work. The committee is checking into the necessary code requirements and will be acquiring a historical site designation. One of the first steps will be the painting of the outside.

The first work day was Saturday, July 21. Lots of paint was scraped and some yard work done. There will be many more days like this necessary to get the outside work finished before winter.

Each Saturday, 9-3 p.m., someone will be there to direct the work. Bring paint scrapers, hammers and ladders if possible.

Take Spencer Rd., N.E. to Van Amber, turn left, N. to Bono, turn right, E., to the school.

Domino's Pizza will be donated and a beverage provided.

If a Saturday is impossible for you, contact Gary Cole, 277-6161, or Marianne Hais, 229-6502, and tell them when you can come.
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The scene in Antwerp, Belgium, the event is the 100 meter run in the Olympic Games, the year is 1920. The gold medal winner of this event in Charles William Paddock of Brighton, Michigan, U.S.A. He has won by tying the world record of 10.8 seconds. The headliners proclaim him as the "World's Fastest Human."

The 1924 Olympics in Paris, again found Charlie running that same race only to be defeated by .2 of a second by Harold Abrahams of Great Britain. The 1981 Movie of the Year, "Charlits of Fire," depicts the story of the only person faster on his feet than Charles W. Paddock.

Charlie's roots were deep in the Brighton Area. His grandfather, Hiram "HI" Paddock was 12 years old in 1836 when he came (with one brother and five sisters) from near Rochester, N. Y., with his parents, George and Lydia (Goodrich) Paddock. They settled on a farm located north of the Brighton City limits on Grand River Road. An 8th generation American, HI's ancestors had lived in several eastern states. Some of his predecessors had served in the French and Indian War, the Revolutionary War and the War of 1812. Now resting in the Village Cemetery in Brighton, George and Lydia had seven grandsons and five grandsons-in-law who served in the Civil War, two of which were killed in the conflict.

On the frontier in Michigan, HI's school days ended; his teen years spent helping clear the farm which later became his. He grew into a strong, young man, rough and ready for anything. Somewhere in the Paddock genea was a dominant characteristic that made them particularly agile on their feet. It was said HI always seemed to be walking on his toes. From French-Canadian lumberjacks who came from the Michigan northwoods to work in the harvest season, it is reputed he learned to "fight with his feet." While it was said he didn't pick fights, his reputation encouraged some to try to get the best of HI Paddock.

One might say Charles, the Olympics runner, was a 'chip off the old block' of Grandpa HI. He was very quick on his feet, willing to work hard and try to be the best. The early 1920s also saw Charlie engaged in a short career in the silent movies. As an officer in the airforce in World War II, he was killed in an airplane crash in Sitka, Alaska.

Are there any descendants of George and Lydia still in Brighton? Janice (Pitkin) Beach (whose mother, Lonella Lois (Paddock) Pitkin was a cousin of Charlie) makes her home with her husband, Charles, and their daughter just northeast of Brighton. Both are charter members and are on the board of the Brighton Area Historical Society. (Thanks to Janice and to Bill Pless for the assimilation of the facts related above.)
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BRIGHTON, MI 48116

The purpose of the Brighton Area Historical Society is to preserve, advance and disseminate knowledge of the history of the Brighton Area.

The membership is composed of people who feel the above purpose is worthwhile and should be promoted.
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GENERAL MEETING AUGUSt 14, 1984 7:30 P.M.

The audio/visual program will make clear the direct effect of Clinton's efforts on the Territory of Michigan.

Laurie Chal, our speaker, moved to the area from Lisbon six years ago. Since then she's earned a degree in History from Oakland University and plans to return for a Master's beginning in December.

+ + +

General Meetings, open to the public, are held the second Tuesday of each month, 7:30, upstairs in the Old Town Hall, 202 W. Main, unless other plans are announced.

+ Paid Members 1984

Since the last issue the following have paid 1984 dues: Ben & Kathleen Bidwell, Ula Davis, Floyd & Tal Fuller, Clifton Keller, Don & Pat Lueker, George & Violet Moyer, James & Phyllis Sanford. WELCOME!!!

The Society needs your support as a member. If you'd like to help with its goals please use the form you'll find elsewhere in this newsletter. Your membership is essential. A receipt and membership card will be sent. Contact a board member if you know of someone who would like to receive this newsletter.